Solar

Aerial Imagery Boosts Your Solar Business
Solar is helping transform the energy industry. Nearmap’s high resolution aerial imagery is fueling that transformation.
Today, solar companies are using Nearmap to prospect more eﬀiciently, manage large projects remotely, develop
breathtaking proposals and improve the design and implementation process.

Prospect – Prospect Eﬀiciently
with PhotoMaps™

HIGH-RESOLUTION,
TIMELY IMAGERY WITH

Interested in rapid business development without having to spend countless days on the road? Nearmap provides current, clear aerial imagery in the
cloud. You can scan thousands of homes quickly – all from the comfort of
your oﬀice. Using built in tools and imagery that shows change over time,
estimators and installers get all the information they need to identify
optimal prospects and create accurate quotes.
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Prospect faster than
ever before

Design – Rely on Current, Clear Imagery to
Drive Your Business

Estimate jobs remotely
creating clear proposals

Tired of the guesswork that comes with outdated aerial imagery? Does your
current approach lack the clarity needed to get the job done? With Nearmap,
you get much better resolution than satellite imagery and unparalleled
accuracy when measuring distances and calculating areas for solar panels.
With our solution, solar installers place virtual solar panels on the roof and
measure energy output and shaded areas. Why take unnecessary risks and
lose time when Nearmap provides imagery and tools to drive your business.

Reduce risk and manage
projects more eﬀiciently

Monitor – Track Progress, Ensure
Deadlines are Met
Customers can be demanding. With Nearmap, your business will exceed
expectations from initial bids to completed projects. Nearmap’s historical
timeline tool allows solar professionals to monitor large, complex projects as
they progress. Our easy to use MapBrowser™ has built in tools that show split
views at diﬀerent points in time. Users can visualize seasonal changes and
track progress using side-by-side “before and after” comparisons.

Build accuracy into your
quotes with high-res
imagery

“We transformed our
business with Nearmap,
allowing us to save time
and increase profits right
away – all from the cloud.”
– VP of Sales –
US Based Solar Company

Current. Clear. Change.
Today, Solar installers are gaining a competitive advantage with Nearmap. Sales and project
management has changed for the better with Nearmap’s high-resolution aerial PhotoMaps™. Now you
can visualize your sites from your desktop, tablet or mobile device. Solar companies have quickly
recognized how to increase sales, profits and lower risk with Nearmap.

Amazing High
Resolution

Imagery Updated
Regularly

Powerful
Integration

Our imagery is better than 2.8”
GSD—much clearer than satellite
imagery—giving you unrivaled clarity,
precision and detail.

We regularly update imagery within
days of capture. See changes over
time by comparing current and
historical imagery.

Combine Nearmap’s spectacular
imagery with powerful analytics
using our simple and seamless
integration with GIS and
CAD tools.
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Nearmap Integrates with your existing
PV design and work flow tools
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CLOUD-BASED

Instant access
from your desktop
or mobile device.

Access to the most current imagery on the market provides
unparalleled confidence for your business and customers. All of
our imagery is reliably available in the cloud. Your entire team
can access and share PhotoMaps™ instantly. We integrate with
popular GIS and CAD programs allowing you to leverage
existing design work flows and maximize productivity.

See your world from a new perspective.

Get a demo today.
nearmap.com

1-844-4nearmap

